UNC Charlotte Center for Graduate Life
Graduate Student Photo Contest 2019
Submission Form

Please complete the entire submission form and e-mail as an attachment, along with your photo, to gradlifecenter@uncc.edu.
If you are submitting a photo in more than one category, e-mail each photo with a submission form separately.

Student First and Last Name:
E-Mail:
Phone Number:
Student ID: 800-
Program:
Level:
Photo Title:
Photo Location:
Photo Description:
Photo Category (please choose one): Grads & Pets, Grads on Adventures, Campus Grad Life

I, ________________________________, hereby grant the Center for Graduate Life at UNC Charlotte the right to use the photograph which I have submitted for the Graduate Student Photo Contest 2018 free of charge for any print communications, web communications, or any other UNC Charlotte related purposes. By entering this contest, I certify that I have received permission from those features in the photograph to use their images for the purposes of this contest. I also certify that I have read and understand the rules of the contest.
UNC Charlotte Center for Graduate Life
Graduate Student Photo Contest 2019
Submission Guidelines & Rules

Categories: Students may only enter one photograph per category.

- Grads & Pets: Photo of you (with or without others) and your pet!
- Grads on Adventures: Photo of you (with or without others) exploring anywhere!
- Campus Grad Life: Photo of you (with or without others) on campus!

Digital Submissions Only:
Digital submissions must be sent to gradlifecenter@uncc.edu using your uncc.edu email address. Photos must be: in high resolution, in JPEG format, and at least 1800x1440 pixels (minimum requirement for a 16x20” print). Submission form must include: first and last name, e-mail (@uncc.edu), program and level, photo title and description, photo location, photo category (b&w/adventure/graduate life). A completed submission form must be included with each email submission. Submissions that do not include a completed submission form will not be considered. By entering the contest, all participants are agreeing to the contest rules. Any participant who does not comply with the rules will be disqualified. All entries must be submitted by 11:59 PM, February 21, 2019, all photos submitted after this time will not be considered.

Judging: An impartial panel of 3-4 judges will chose a first place winner for each category. Honorable mentions will also be chosen and displayed.

Awards: A cash prize of $100.00 will be awarded to the first place winner of each category. Awards will be deposited into the winner’s student account. First place and honorable mentions will be displayed in the Center for Graduate Life.

Rules: Photos must meet all criteria stated in the digital submissions only section. The contest is free and open to all currently enrolled UNC Charlotte graduate students. All participants are allowed to submit one photo per category. Participants may only submit their own original photos; photos that are not original will be disqualified. If the photograph portrays the images of other individuals, the participant must obtain those persons’ written permission to use the photo. UNC Charlotte and the Center for Graduate Life does not accept any responsibility for photos submitted without an individual’s consent. Inappropriate, offensive, or discriminatory content will not be accepted. Photos may not show logos or copyrighted images. Photos that have been entered into other contests will not be allowed. By submitting a photo, the participant agrees to grant all copyrights to the Center for Graduate Life to be displayed in the center, on the center’s website, and in any other CGL related publications without compensation to the photographer. The Center for Graduate Life retains the right to disqualify any photo for any reason at any time. Each photo submission e-mail must include the required submission form as an attachment to be considered. Please email your photo and submission form to gradlifecenter@uncc.edu using your uncc.edu email address.